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EVERWIN's Light 90mm Coil Framing Nailer 
 

 
 

EVERWIN states its newest framing coil nailer, FCN90LB, is answering the demands of modern 
users – with it being light enough for decking, powerful enough for framing, as well as precise 
enough for siding. EVERWIN Pneumatic believes the FCN90LB’s growing popularity is thanks to 
its versatility and innovation. “Weighing only 3kg, the FCN90LB is 26% lighter in weight than other 
models in its class – making it the ideal tool for overhead work,” explains EVERWIN.  
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Designed for both wire and plastic collated nails, the FCN90LB also features EVERWIN’s patented 
‘Precision Nailing Technology’, which aims to minimise formation of driver marks – giving the 
exterior of houses a much cleaner finish.  
The contact tip is also designed much slimmer compared to conventional tools, giving the user a 
clearer line of sight.  
 
Specifically compatible with collated screw nails, the FCN90LB provides a solution to decking 
repairs and promotes a stronger fastener holding force. The tool also features a tool-free depth 
adjustment to drive nails to desired configuration. 
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About EVERWIN PNEUMATIC 
EVERWIN® is a stapler & nail gun manufacturer founded in 2012 by a group of American and 
Taiwanese pneumatic tool experts, each boasting decades of experience and success in the world 
of pneumatic fastening. They founded the company with one shared goal in mind— to “build a 
brand the fastening industry can rely on for consistency and efficiency”. EVERWIN quickly 
garnered recognition as a premier brand for industrial fastening tools. With strong roots in the 
industrial market, EVERWIN has a different take on construction nailers and staplers from most 
price-driven manufacturers today; and with a touch of innovation, its 2017 and 2018 product 
introductions earned EVERWIN back-to-back Pro Tool Innovation Awards. 


